Preamble

The valuation of social business and the involvement of social workers in the development of human capital in the Congo are aujourdhui issues that deserve special attention.

These statutes frame and direct the will of the social workers in their interventions in favor of social cohesion and the sustainable development of the Republic of Congo. It is complemented by the rules.

Title I: General provisions

Chapter 1: Constitution

Article 1: It is the Republic of Congo, one has association professional, apolitical and non-profit governed by the law of 1st July 1901 and by its implementing decree of 16 has ost 1901 called: ASSOCIATION NATIONAL OF WORKED EUROPEAN EMPLOYEE OF THE REPUBLIC OF CONGO (ANTS-RC).

Article 2: ANTS-RC is a do character association professional made th worker social.

Article 3: the ANTNC-RC has a duration of 99 years.

Article 4: the headquarters of the ANTS-RC is set in Brazzaville, the Circle national Social Action Talangai. It can be moved in any place by a decision of the Assembly General.

Article 5: the ANTS-RC's motto is "Solidarity * Respect * Development."

Article 6: ANTS-RC's emblem is the map of Congo in the background of the acronym ANTS-RC followed by the currency at the bottom.

Chapter 2: Goal and Objectives

Article 7: ANTS-RC aims to enhance the social work profession through innovative, effective and efficient conduct and practices for prevention, protection, care and promotion for the empowerment of people and vulnerable groups.

Article 8: The ANTS-RC aims to:
- vulgariser the social work profession in Congolese society;
- to support social workers in the exercise of their profession;
- promote among social workers the respect of humanist values and ethical rules;
- contribute to the actions of prevention, protection, care and promotion decision to empower vulnerable individuals and groups in partnership with other stakeholders.

Title II: Resources and financial management

Article 9: The association's resources come from:
- statutory and extra-statutory contributions from its members;
- subsidies of all kinds;
- from donations and legacies.

**Article 10** : the amount of joining the ANT S-RC is set at the sum of 10 000 FCFA.

**Article 11** : the contributions to ANT S-RC amount to the sum of 5 000 FCFA per month and per member.

**Article 12** : A member of ANTS-RC is any person with a qualification in social work and who joins the association.

**Title III : Membership and loss of membership**

**Article 13** : membership is lost by:
- death
- resignation
- exclusion
- non-payment of statutory fees

**Title IV : Organization**

**Article 14** : the association is to organs:
- The Assembly General (AG);
- The Bureau Executive (BE);
- The Commission Control and Evaluation (CCE).

**Section 15** : Assembly General consists of all members of the ANTS-RC.
A voting committee is set up, which is made up of a President, a Secretary, a Rapporteur and a chief of works police assisted by ten (10) members.

**Section 16** : the Bureau executive consists of:
- a (e) President (e)
- a Secretary General
- a Deputy Secretary-General
- a (e) Treasurer (e)

**Clause 17** : the European control and evaluation consisted of:
- a (e) President (e)
- a (e) Charge control, monitoring and evaluation
- a (e) Rapporteur.

**Title V : Operation**

**Article 18** : the ordinary GA of ANTS-RC meets once a year, precisely in the last quarter of each year. As for the Assembly Extraordinary General, she stands upon written request 're 2/3 of its members when circumstances the exigent.

**Article 19** : Office Executive will meet twice a month. If necessary, it can meet at the request of its President.

**Article 20** : the Control Commission and Evaluation meets quarterly to control, monitor and evaluate the actions of the association.

**Article 21** : the members of the Executive Board and the Board of Control and Evaluation are elected for a term of three (03) years renewable (01) times. Voting takes place by secret ballot during the GA.

**Title VI : Final provisions**

**Article 22** : the ANTS-RC may enter into agreements with other organizations and associations with the same objectives it.
Article 23: ANTS reserves the right to take legal action against any natural or legal person who would harm its interests.

Article 24: The dissolution of the ANTS-RC only can be pronounced by the Assembly General convened specially for this purpose. It appoints one or more commissioners responsible for the liquidation of the association, whose powers it determines. It attributes the assets and to any association with a similar objective or to any public or private establishment recognized as having public utility.

Article 25: These present statutes can not be amended at the request of 2/3 of its members at Assembly General.

Article 26: These present statutes in Trenton are in force from their date of adoption by the Assembly General.

Adopted in Brazzaville, May 26, 2020

The general Assembly